Conservation of two rare oil paintings of Tagore Library, Lucknow University, Lucknow: Two rare oil paintings were received from Tagore Library, Lucknow University, Lucknow. One painting of Shri Rabindra Nath Tagore measuring 184 x 123 cms had been conserved. The painting had heavy dust and dirt deposition, supporting board was broken on upper left and right middle area, flaking of paint layer, various nail holes present all over the painting surface. Also presence of hair line cracks and thick paint layer, missing areas on upper and right side of painting and presence of various stains were observed. Treatment included careful removal of the painting from the frame, dry brush and solvent cleaning, removal of stains, consolidation of paint layer with Beva 371, providing full board support, filling of missing areas, surface leveling and re-toning of filled areas and finally application of protective coating.